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Lee Melvin Peralta

Solutions to the Equation 
[x]x = n

Icame upon the following question (Posamentier 
and Salkind 1996) while looking for nonrou-
tine problems to give to my first-year algebra 

students:

Find an x satisfying [x]x = 11.

The symbol “[x]” represents the floor function 
applied to x. Specifically, [x] is the greatest integer 
not greater than x itself (Graham et al. 1994). For 
example, [5.1] = 5 and [–3.4] = –4. Before reveal-
ing the solution to the equation above, I encourage 
readers to try to solve the problem themselves. The 
equation [x]x = 11 is satisfied when x = 11/3. The 
inquisitive reader might ask the following: “Can we 
set [x]x equal to any integer and always find a solu-
tion?” Or, “Are there integers such that our equation 
would not yield a solution?” Teachers can use this 
question to have students explore patterns, gener-
ate conjectures, and support their reasoning with 
explanations and proofs. In this article, I explore the 
question using techniques from algebra and number 
theory and make a surprising connection to a family 
of numbers studied since the time of Aristotle. 

EXAMPLES GUIDE DISCOVERY
Are there integers, n, such that [x]x = n does not 
yield a solution? If so, do these integers exhibit a 
pattern? As a first step toward addressing these 
questions, let’s examine several examples. Exam-
ples give students and teachers a springboard from 
which to explore patterns and test ideas. 

Table 1 shows all the solutions to the equation 
[x]x = n for n = –3, –2, –1, 0, 1, . . . , 20. Several 
observations can be made about the table. First, if n
= 0, the equation has infinitely many real solutions 
when 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 since the floor of any such x is zero 
and [x]x = 0(x) = 0.

Second, if n < 0, no real solution exists, since 
[x]x can never be negative. If x were positive, [x] 
would be at least 0, so [x]x > 0. If x were negative, 
[x] would be at most –1, so [x]x would be the prod-
uct of two negative numbers and thus greater than 
or equal to zero.

Third, there are certain integers (e.g., 2, 6, 12, 
and 20) for which no positive or negative real solu-
tion exists. These integers are “far away” from 
the perfect squares. Equivalently, the integers for 
which a real solution exists are “close to” the perfect 
squares. For example, n = 9 has two real solutions. 
The two numbers before and after it each have one 
real solution. The number n = 16 has two real solu-
tions, and the three numbers before and after it each 
have one real solution. In contrast, n = 12 does not 
have a real solution because it is neither two away 
from nine nor three away from sixteen.

Fourth, querying 2, 6, 12, and 20 into the On-
line Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences® (oeis.org) 
resulted in a set of numbers known as the oblong 
numbers, which are numbers that can be written 
as the product of two consecutive integers [OEIS 
Foundation 2016]. This discovery was surpris-
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ing and led to the conjecture on which this article 
is based. Teachers should be on the lookout for 
such surprises, as unexpected connections can 
help students appreciate the aesthetic appeal of 
mathematics.

CONJECTURING AND VISUALIZING A 
RELATIONSHIP TO OBLONG NUMBERS
The observations made about figure 1 and the 
query result from oeis.org lead to an interesting 
conjecture:

Conjecture: [x]x = n > 0 has no real solutions 
in x if and only if n is an oblong number.

The oblong numbers have been studied since the 
time of Aristotle. The term oblong comes from the 
idea that an oblong number of dots can be arranged 
in a rectangular array such that the width and 
length of the array differ by one. Figure 1 shows 
that six and twelve are oblong.

As a first step toward proving this conjecture, 
let’s examine a visual interpretation of the expres-
sion [x]x and relate it to oblong arrays. The expres-
sion [x]x can be interpreted visually as follows. 
First, create a column of x dots. If x is not an inte-
ger, create a column of dots equal to [x] and append 
a partial dot to represent the remaining share of 
x. Use [x] many copies of these columns to form a 
square array alongside an added row of partial dots 
(or no added row of partial dots if x is an integer). 
The resulting array represents the quantity 
[x]x. For example, in figure 2, x is equal to 3 + r for 
some r, 0 < r < 1. Each x is represented by a column 
of three whole dots and a partial dot representing r. 
The entire figure represents the quantity [x]x.

To see that an oblong array cannot also be an 
array representing [x]x, consider the conditions 
under which [x]x can be a positive integer. The 
expression [x]x will be a positive integer if x is a 
positive integer. In addition, if x is positive but not 
an integer, then [x]x is an integer if and only if the 
added row of partial dots of the array can be com-
bined to form a set of whole dots. For example, in 
figure 3, x is equal to 3 + r as before. The expres-

sion [x]x would be an integer if and only if the sum 
of the three r’s were an integer.

We are now ready to see why an oblong num-
ber can never be written as [x]x. Figure 4 shows 
that an oblong array must lie strictly between two 
arrays representing [x]x. Oblong arrays can be bro-
ken up into two pieces: a perfect square of whole 
dots and a row of whole dots equal to the square’s 
length and width. However, it is impossible to 
break up an array of the form [x]x into the exact 
same two pieces. Instead, an array of the form [x]x
must consist of the same-size square array with an 
additional row of partial dots that is less than the 
square’s length and width, or a larger-size square 
array with no additional row.

Let’s walk through an example using figure 4. 
The oblong array (center) consists of a 3 × 3 square 
array sitting below a row of three whole dots. In 
the array representing [x]x (on the left), the first 
row contains less than three dots and the rest of the 
array is a 3 × 3 square. The arrays are clearly not 
equal. However, suppose we wanted to add enough 
partial dots to the array on the left so that there 
are three whole dots in the first row. Because of 

Fig. 1 Oblong numbers can be expressed as the product of 

two natural numbers differing by 1.

Fig. 2 [x]x where x = 3 + r can be represented in an array.

Fig. 3 [x]x = n where x = 3 + r and n is an integer.

Fig. 4 [x]x can never equal an oblong number.
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the definition of the floor function, the number of 
columns would increase by one to become the array 
on the right. This new array is a 4 × 4 square and is 
larger than our oblong array.

In effect, the oblong array is “skipped over” 
because an additional column must be added to the 
array as the value of x moves on to the next larg-
est integer. This observation corresponds to our 
observations in table 1. There, we had noted that 

numbers far away from the perfect squares have 
no solution. In our visual interpretation, an array 
is skipped over if it strays too far from a perfect 
square array.

GRAPHING f(x) = [x]x
Graphs are another visual aid that can help stu-
dents make sense of complex ideas. Figure 5 shows 
the graph of f(x) = [x]x. The graph is discontinuous, 
and jumps occur whenever x is an integer. Such 
jumps are expected since the value of [x] suddenly 
increases by one as x becomes the next largest 
integer. In fact, the graph of f(x) = [x]x bears much 
similarity to the graph of the step-function g(x) = 
[x], except that each “step” in g(x) acquires a slope 
of [x] in f(x), and the negative y-values in g(x) are 
made into positive y-values in f(x). This leads the 
graph of f(x) to take on a parabolic shape and corre-
sponds nicely to our observation in table 1 that  
[x]x = n has no real solution if n < 0.

The horizontal lines highlight the y-values that 
are not in the range of f(x). For example, as the 
x-value increases from two to three, the y-value 
increases from four to slightly less than six, jump-
ing to nine once the x-value equals three. Like-
wise, as the x-value increases from negative three 
to negative two, the y-value decreases from nine 
to slightly greater than six, jumping to four once 
the x-value equals negative two. These horizontal 
lines correspond exactly to the oblong numbers 
and our observation in table 1 that integers “far 
away” from the perfect squares cannot be written 
in the form [x]x.

The graph also corresponds to our visualization 
of the problem in terms of arrays. Let’s consider the 
x-axis as representing the number of dots (whole 
and partial) in each column of an array and the 
y-axis as representing the total number of dots 
in the array. In that case, each jump in the graph 
represents adding an entire column of dots, and 
the height of each jump tells us how many dots are 
in this new column. As mentioned, the horizontal 
lines represent the oblong arrays that are “skipped 
over” in favor of the square arrays.

Table 1 and the graph in figure 5 reveal a 
potential flaw with visualization using arrays. The 
graph and table show that x can take on negative 
values, but the visualization treats x as the number 
of dots in a column of an array. One cannot have 
negative dots. Nonetheless, this potential flaw can 
be overcome by allowing dots to take on two poten-
tial colors and by clearly defining the effect that the 
floor function would have on each dot color. 

ALGEBRAIC APPROACH
The previous paragraph suggests that students and 
teachers can benefit from supplementing a visual 

Table 1 Real Solutions to [x]x = n

n Positive real solutions to  
[x]x = n

Negative real solutions to  
[x]x = n

–3 No real solutions No real solutions

–2 No real solutions No real solutions

–1 No real solutions No real solutions

0 Infinitely many real solutions Infinitely many real solutions

1 x = 1 x = –1

2 No real solutions No real solutions

3 No real solutions x = –3/2

4 x = 2 x = –2

5 x = 5/2 No real solutions

6 No real solutions No real solutions

7 No real solutions x = –7/3

8 No real solutions x = –8/3

9 x = 3 x = –3

10 x = 10/3 No real solutions

11 x = 11/3 No real solutions

12 No real solutions No real solutions

13 No real solutions x = –13/4

14 No real solutions x = –14/4

15 No real solutions x = –15/5

16 x = 4 x = –4

17 x = 17/4 No real solutions

18 x = 18/4 No real solutions

19 x = 19/4 No real solutions

20 No real solutions No real solutions

Fig. 5 A graph of f(x) = [x]x shows jumps for integral values of x.
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approach with an algebraic one. Whereas a visual 
approach can help build intuition about a math-
ematical idea, an algebraic approach can help build 
formality and rigor.

I. Proving an Idea about Oblong Numbers
Our algebraic approach will begin with a lemma 
about oblong numbers. Note that oblong numbers 
can be written in the form m(m + 1), where m is an 
integer (Conway and Guy 1996). This is consistent 
with our visual interpretation of an oblong number 
as a rectangular array whose length and width dif-
fer by one. The lemma puts a restriction on when 
an integer can be written in the form m(m + 1).

Lemma: A positive integer n can be written in 
the form n = m(m + 1) for some integer m if 
and only if n cannot be written in the form n 
= |k|2 + r, where k is a nonzero integer and r 
is an integer such that –|k| < r < |k|.

To prove this lemma, let’s begin by assuming 
that n can be written as n = m(m + 1) and show by 
contradiction that it cannot be written in the form n 
= |k|2 + r. So, let’s also assume that n can be written 
in the form n = |k|2 + r, where k is a nonzero integer 
and r is an integer such that –|k| < r < |k|. By setting 
expressions equal, we obtain the following: 

|k|2 + r = m (m + 1)
|k|2 – m 2 = m – r

(|k| + m)(|k| – m) = m – r

Students should be taught to interpret equa-
tions just as much as they are taught to manipulate 
them. In this case, the final equation reveals a 
contradiction. The expression |k| + m is a factor of 
the left-hand side of the equation and thus also a 
factor of the right-hand side. This implies that |k| + 
m divides m – r, which implies that |k| + m is less 
than or equal to m – r. But why is this problematic? 
Because it implies that –|k| is greater than or equal 
to r, which contradicts the way we defined r in the 
first place. 

Next, assume that n cannot be written in the 
form |k|2 + r and show that n must be in the form 
n = m(m + 1). Suppose that n could not be written 
in the form n = m(m + 1). In that case, n must lie 
strictly between two consecutive oblong numbers 
since the smallest oblong number is zero and there 
is no largest oblong number. These consecutive 
oblong numbers can be written as (m – 1)((m – 1) 
+ 1) and m(m + 1) for some positive integer m. 
Thus, we may write (m – 1)(( m – 1) + 1) < n  
< m(m + 1), which implies m 2 – m < n < m2 + m, 
which implies n = m2 + r, where m is a positive inte-
ger and r is an integer such that –m < r < m. 

But this last equation implies that n can be written 
in the form |k|2 + r, which contradicts our initial 
assumption.

In summary, we have shown that since all 
oblong numbers must be written in the form  
m(m + 1), they cannot be written in the form 
|k|2 + r.

II. Proving Our Conjecture
We come full circle with an algebraic proof of the 
conjecture presented at the start of the article: 

[x]x = n > 0 has no real solutions in x if and 
only if n is an oblong number.

Interestingly, the proof does not deal with oblong 
numbers directly but instead establishes an 
unbreakable link between integers, n, for which  
[x]x = n has a solution and integers of the form  
n = |k|2 + r. In the previous section, it was shown 
that oblong numbers cannot take the form |k|2 + r, 
and so this final theorem indirectly proves our con-
jecture. The theorem is formally stated as follows:

Theorem: For any positive integer, n, the equa-
tion [x]x = n has one or more real solutions in 
x if and only if n can be written in the form  
n = |k|2 + r, where k is a nonzero integer and r 
is an integer such that –| k | < r < | k |.

The proof of the theorem is broken up into two 
cases. The first case examines the values of n for 
which a positive real solution exists. The second 
case (left to the reader) examines the values of n 
for which a negative real solution exists. The proof 
highlights properties of the floor function and the 
importance of paying close attention to the sign of 
numbers while manipulating inequalities.

Case 1. Let’s show that [x]x = n has a posi-
tive real solution in x if and only if n can be 
written in the form n = |k|2 + r, where k is a 
nonzero integer and r is an integer such that 
0 ≤ r < |k|.

First, assume that n can be written as n = |k|2 + r. 
Dividing both sides by |k| gives

n

k
= k + r

k
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k
= k

k + r

k
= k

n
k
i
n
k
= k + r

k
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k
= k

n

k
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4
i
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4

= 4.75
19

4
= 4
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4

= 19

The fraction n/|k| is the positive real solution to  
[x]x = n. To see this, observe that since 0 ≤ r < |k| 
and |k| is positive, then 0 ≤ r/|k| < 1. Thus,  
applying the floor function to |k| + r/|k| yields
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This allows us to substitute x = n/|k| into [x]x = n
and get 
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= 19For example, suppose that k = 4 and r = 3, so that n
= |4|2 + 3 = 19. Based on the proof, the solution to 
[x]x = 19 would be n/|k| = 19/|4| = 19/4. Indeed,
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corresponding to the solution provided in table 1.
To complete the proof for Case 1, assume that [x]x
= n has some positive real solution (not necessarily 
an integer) called m. Since m is positive and n is a 
positive integer, then [m] must be a positive integer, 
which we shall call [m] = |k| for some nonzero inte-
ger k. The trick is to rewrite m as |k| + e, where e is 
a real number such that 0 < e < 1. This allows us to 
substitute and get the following:

[m]m = n
|k|(|k| + e) = n
|k|2 + |k|e = n
k2 + |k|e = n

Thus, n can be written in the form n = k2 + |k|e. But 
since 0 < e < 1 and |k| is positive, then 0 < |k|e < |k|. 
If we denote |k|e as r, then n has been written in 
the form we desire. For example, the equation [x]x
= 5 has the solution x = 5/2. Because [5/2] = 2, the 
solution can be rewritten as x = 5/2 = 2 + 0.5. We 
can substitute 2 + 0.5 for x and get this:

[x]x = 5
2(2 + 0.5) = 5

2 • 2 + 2(0.5) = 5
2 • 2 + 1 = 5

In this example, the number 5 has been rewritten 
in the form |k|2 + r where k = 2 and r = 1.

Case 2. The second case shows that [x]x = n
has a negative real solution in x if and only 
if n can be written in the form n = |k|2 + r, 
where k is a nonzero integer and r is an inte-
ger such that –1 < r ≤ 0. The proof is similar 
to Case 1 and is a fitting exercise for students, 
teachers, and enthusiasts alike.

SEEING FORM IN MULTIPLE 
REPRESENTATIONS
The examples in table 1 gave rise to a conjecture 
that focused on a number’s form. In particular, 
numbers taking on an oblong form—whether that 
form was expressed in a table, in an array, in a 
graph, or in algebraic symbols—could render a cer-
tain equation unsolvable in the real numbers. 

The algebraic proof may be too technical for a 
classroom. But the question of when [x]x = n does 
not have a solution can still be used to highlight 
the importance of a number’s form. Students can 
explore patterns and describe in words what kinds 
of values of n do not yield solutions. They can use 
graphs and visuals to justify their observations. 
Eventually, they can supplement their intuition 
with more rigorous justifications and, in doing so, 
become more aware of the process by which math-
ematics is constructed.
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